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Abstract—Classical password/PIN-based authentication methods have proven to be vulnerable to a broad range of observation
attacks (such as key-logging, video-recording or shoulder surfing
attacks). In order to mitigate these attacks, a number of solutions
have been proposed, most of them being cognitive authentication
schemes (challenge-response protocols that require users to perform some kind of cognitive operations).
In this paper we show successful passive side-channel timing
attacks on two cognitive authentication schemes, a well-known
Hopper-Blum (HB) protocol and a US patent Mod10 method,
previously believed to be secure against observation attacks. As
we show, the main security weakness of these methods comes from
detectable variations in the user’s cognitive load that results from
cognitive operations during the authentication procedure. We
carried out theoretical analysis of both Mod10 and HB methods,
as well as an experimental user study of Mod10 method with 58
participants to validate the results of our timing attacks.
We also propose security enhancements of these schemes
aimed to mitigate the timing side-channel attacks. The proposed
enhancements show the existence of a strong tradeoff between
security and usability, indicating that the security of cognitive
authentication schemes comes at a non-negligible usability cost
(e.g., increased overall login time). For this reason, the designers of new cognitive authentication schemes should not ignore
possible threats induced by side-channel timing attacks.
Keywords—Authentication, cognitive authentication schemes, human factors, observation attack, side-channel timing attack

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Internet services such as social networks, e-banking, email,
cloud services, blogs, all require some form of user authentication. Despite the availability of advanced authentication technologies such as smart cards, biometrics or USB tokens [1],
passwords and PINs are still the most prevalent form of user
authentication. This is primarily due to simplicity and low cost
of their creation, maintenance and revocation. At the same
time, traditional password/PIN-based authentication systems
are vulnerable to different forms of observation attacks, ranging from a simple shoulder-surfing [2] to a more advanced
keylogging and camera recording attacks [3].
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A number of solutions have been proposed to strengthen
password/PIN-based solutions against such observation attacks. Most solutions use challenge-response protocols where
users are required to perform some form of a cognitive task
(e.g., small additions, recognition, visual recall) [4], [5], [6],
[7], prior to being granted an access. More specifically, in
each authentication session, the user gives back the response
ri to a number of challenges ci based on the knowledge of
the shared key si ; the user performs a cognitive operation
f (ci , si ) to calculate the response ri . While mitigating certain
observations attacks, these cognitive authentication schemes
inevitably incur a higher cognitive load on a user (due to
cognitive operations) compared to traditional password-based
authentication. For this reason, besides the protocol security,
the designers of such protocols put a lot of attention on
the usability (e.g., try to minimize the overall user’s load).
However, subtle variations in the difficulty of cognitive operations while calculating the response ri = f (ci , si ) could
lead to the asymmetry in the user’s cognitive load. Although
the designers often neglect these subtle variations, they could
be used for cognitive-asymmetry side-channel attacks. As we
show in this paper, cognitive asymmetry can be exploited in
a passive side-channel timing attack to partially or completely
recover secret PINs/passwords. Please note that this is different
from the timing attacks that exploit asymmetry of physical
user interfaces such as keyboards [8] or asymmetry of virtual
interfaces (i.e., asymmetric graphical layouts), as found in
Undercover [5], [9].
To demonstrate cognitive-asymmetry side-channels, in this
paper we analyze the security of two cognitive authentication schemes that were designed to mitigate shoulder-surfing
attacks. More precisely, we present successful side-channel
timing attacks on two authentication schemes: a Mod10 [10]
scheme1 and a well-known Hopper-Blum (HB) protocol [12].
Our attacks exploit detectable variations in the user’s cognitive
load during the course of the authentication protocol (variations in user’s reaction times when responding to different
challenges).
For the Mod10 authentication scheme, that is based on a
secret PIN and modulo 10 arithmetic, we show that it is
possible to reduce the entropy of each PIN digit by approximately 60%. We validated the results of timing attack through
a user study involving 58 participants. In the case of the
Hopper-Blum protocol, the main security result in [12] states
that the protocol is secure against computationally bounded
1 The Mod10 scheme, originally proposed in a US patent [10], has been
suggested for use several times in the literature due to its simplicity and fast
login times (around 10 seconds) [11], [6].

II. T HE ATTACKER M ODEL
In this paper we consider a passive attacker who eavesdrops
on all public communication between the user and the end
system (public challenges and/or responses). The attacker also
has the capability of recording the user’s reaction time during
the course of the login procedure by, for example, using keylogging malware, a simple camera or an accelerator within a
smartphone as a high bandwidth side channel [17].
III. T IMING ATTACK ON M OD 10 M ETHOD
Mod10 scheme implements a one-time pad paradigm. To
enter the ith digit di of their PIN, the users receive a challenge
ci (one digit long) selected uniformly at random from the
set (0, . . . , 9) via a protected channel (e.g., earphones), add
two digits modulo 10 (ri = (ci + di ) mod 10) and enter
back the outcome ri via the public channel (e.g., a numerical
pad). The main intuition that led us to investigate cognitiveasymmetry side channels in Mod10 scheme is simple: during
the authentication process, a user will take less time to respond
to a challenge if the challenge digit ci is 0, 1 or 2.
The Mod10 scheme was originally proposed in a US
patent [10]. The security of Mod10 scheme against the timing
attack recently analyzed in ASIACCS’13 paper [18] (named
NumPad scheme) does not reveal weakness to the cognitiveasymmetry side channels. However, our preliminary study of
the Mod10 scheme in [6] led to the discovery of variations in
the user’s cognitive load (response times) while responding to
different challenges, which allows the attacker to reduce the
PIN space. The main intuition why NumPad scheme proposed
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eavesdropping adversaries. As we will show, this proof holds
in the setting where the adversary does not obtain the timing information. Based on the assumptions of our theoretical model,
a passive attacker can completely recover the user’s secret after
observing a reasonably small number of authentication rounds.
HB and Mod10 schemes are representatives of authentication paradigms that require users to perform some form of a
cognitive task, such as addition, visual recall and counting,
multiplication, modulo operations etc. However, there is a
plethora of protocols that have similarities with HB and Mod10
schemes, such as Foxtail [13], Asghar, Pieprzyk and Wang
(APW) [14] protocols and virtual password scheme [15],
where users are also required to perform a cognitive operation f (ci , si ) to compute the response ri . We believe that
these schemes are also vulnerable to cognitive-asymmetry side
channels. Moreover, we stress here the HB protocol has been
extended for use in RFID systems [16] and that it should be
explored whether our attack is applicable in this context too
(under the assumptions of our authentication model).
We further show that eliminating the timing side channels in
Mod10 and HB schemes necessarily comes at a non-negligible
usability cost (i.e., longer authentication times and/or longer
PINs/passwords). This is an important result since a usability
score of a given authentication scheme is correlated with its
authentication times and the PIN/password size. Therefore,
when designing and evaluating a new scheme, designers cannot
neglect cognitive-asymmetry side-channel timing attacks.
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Fig. 1. Relative frequency with which a given response digit appears within
` = 4 fastest response digits, for PIN digits: 2, 4, 6 and 8.

in [18] does not find any weaknesses to side-channel timing
attack is because NumPad timing attack analysis is based on
observation of limited number of features, i.e. the average
response times per PIN digit that have large variances (induce
high noise). To eliminate the effect of noise in our study we
focus on observing only the fastest login times. This allows
us to use multiple features and create a set of unique patterns
for every PIN digit.
In this paper we present an extensive analysis of Mod10
scheme against side-channel timing attacks verified via user
studies in our own implementation of Mod10. Please note
that challenges in Mod10 are broadcast over a secret channel,
therefore, in our attacker model we assume that the user sees
the next challenge immediately after he responds to the current
one. In this way, the adversary is able to infer when the user
started working on each new challenge and thus obtain the
timing information.
We implemented the Mod10 scheme as a web application
and collected test statistics from 58 users, where each user was
asked to login at least 30 times. An overall login success rate
(out of 2491 login attempts) was about 85%, while the average
login time was 10.39 seconds.
It is known that arithmetic operations with small-valued
numbers (additions with challenges from the set {0, 1, 2})
score faster response times [19], [20], [21], [22]. These observations can be seen in Fig. 1, where we plot the relative
frequencies for PIN digits 2, 4, 6 and 8 that is generated in
such a way that for the fixed PIN digit di we count how many
users (with PIN digit(s) di ) have a given response digit within
their ` “fastest” response digits (in our case ` = 4).
This cognitive asymmetry (variations in the user cognitive
load) in Mod10 scheme inspired us to run a side-channel
timing attack. On the high level, the timing attack is based on
the observation of two attributes: a vector r = (r1 , r2 , . . . , r` )
representing the ` ≤ 10 fastest response digits, and a scalar
tr representing the fastest response time, both for the unknown/sought class (PIN digit). Our decision to use fastest
response digits and response times as a filter for our timing
attack was based on the intuition that users cannot provide
answers faster than their cognitive capabilities allow them
(as opposite to slow answers). The timing attack presents a
classification problem in which the observed data is assigned
to one of the predefined classes (PIN digits). These decisions
are based on two classifiers and the approach based on the
naive Bayesian classifier.
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The calculation results indicate that additions with small single
integers achieve fastest response times (PIN digits 0,1 and 2).
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Fig. 2. Relative cumulative frequency with which a given response digit
appears within ` fastest response digits (` ∈ {1, . . . , 10}), for PIN digit 4.

A. Classification-based Timing Attack on Mod10
In our classification we used a continuous output from each
classifier that was normalized to the interval [0 1] (posterior
probability). These values (for each PIN digit) were combined
using an algebraic combination rule [23]. We used a sum
decision rule that combines posterior probability from each
classifier, because it achieves the best classification results. We
first describe the implementation of each classifier.
Algorithm 1 Estimating the class conditional probability
P (rm |di ) from the training set

1) Initialize: Cij = 0 ,∀rji , ∀di ,
i
i
2) Repeat ∀di : if rji in ` fastest, then Cj,m
= Cj,m
+ 1,
∀m ∈ {`, . . . , 10},
i
i
/Cj,10
3) Calculate: P (rm |di ) w Cj,`

1) Classifier Trained on Fastest Response Digits: The first
classifier exploits the cognitive asymmetry of “easy additions”
with small-valued challenges (e.g., 0, 1 and 2) that achieve
fast response times. To learn these distributions of response
digits rji (rji ∈ {0, . . . , 9}) for every class value (PIN digit
di ), the classifier is first trained on the login results from 57
out of 58 users (leave-one-out crossvalidation technique). For
every PIN digit di (di ∈ {0, . . . , 9}) we repeat the following
steps, as described by Algorithm 1: for every response digit rji
(rji ∈ {0, . . . , 9}) create a vector Cij of 10 counters (Cij = 0).
After that, for all users from the training set whose PIN
comprises digit di , and for all such digits di for the given
user repeat the following steps: first, rank the response digits
rji (for the given PIN digit di ) according to the fastest response
times. If the response digit rji falls within ` fastest response
i
i
digits, increment the counters Cj,`
to Cj,10
by one. As a result
we obtain, for every PIN digit di , the cumulative frequency
i
Cj,`
that indicates the number of times a given response digit
i
i
rj falls within ` fastest response digits. Dividing Cj,`
by
i
Cj,10 we get the corresponding relative cumulative frequency.
Fig. 2 shows the relative cumulative frequency of all response

digits for PIN digit 4. Note that the response digits 4, 5 and
6 are characterized by higher relative cumulative frequencies
at small values of `. This indicates that those response digits
generally have faster response times for the corresponding PIN
digit [24] (easy additions with 0, 1 and 2).
Our first classifier uses the resulting frequency distributions to perform the classification task of the feature vector
r = (r1 , r2 , . . . , r` ) of ` ≤ 10 fastest response digits (for
the given PIN digit position). Given the feature vector r, our
classifier first estimates the posterior probability P (di |r) for
all PIN digits di and then selects into the final candidate set
n ≤ 10 digits di that have the highest posterior probabilities.
We use the classical naive Bayes technique/assumption where
we assume that conditioned on a class di , the feature vector
elements (r1 , r2 , . . . , r` ) are mutually independent. Then we
can express P (di |r) as follows:
Q`
P (rm |di ) · P (di )
P (di |r) = P10 m=1
,
(1)
Q`
l=1
m=1 P (rm |dl ) · P (dl )

with P (di ) = 1/10 for all the digits di . As described in
Algorithm 1, the class conditional probabilities P (rm |di ) are
estimated from the relative cumulative frequency distributions
(obtained in the training phase).
2) Classification Based on Fastest Response Times: In our
second (Bayesian) classifier we use only the fastest response
time (tr ) among all the response digits. The second classifier
exploits the cognitive asymmetry in Mod10 method by using
the phenomenon called problem-size effect in simple arithmetic
operations [22]. Basically, direct mental mapping technique
that is characteristic for small-valued additions (e.g., 2 + 3)
is faster than the procedural techniques of addition that use
large-valued additions (e.g., 7 + 4) [19]. The results of fastest
response times for all PIN digits in Fig. 3 show that additions
with small one-digit integers achieve faster response times.
Note that users with PIN digit 0 on average achieve faster
response times (the response equals to the challenge).
In Fig. 3 we can see that multiple classes (PIN digits) have
overlapping distributions of response times, and accordingly,
the observed fastest response time tr can be attributed to
multiple basic classes (PIN digits). Similarly to [25], instead of
assigning an observed feature tr to a specific class di , it may
be assigned to the meta-class Cj that comprises of multiple
basic classes. Our classifier uses two meta-classes Cf and Cs ,
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Fig. 4. (a) Combining classifier achieves better results than the first classifier. (b) Effectiveness of the sum combination rule that combines the results of two
classifiers. Dotted line presents guessing attack. (c) Effectiveness of the sum combination rule that aggregates the results of m=3 users into a single meta-user.
TABLE I.
PIN digit
Meta-class

E FFECTIVENESS OF THE SECOND CLASSIFIER TRAINED ON
THE FASTEST RESPONSE TIMES .
0
Cf

1
Cf

2
Cf

3
Cs

4
Cs

5
Cs

6
Cs

7
Cf

8
Cs

9
Cf

Probability of correct
0.78 0.62 0.48 0.53 0.61 0.66 0.62 0.52 0.64 0.58
assignment

where Cf is comprised of “fast response digits” {0, 1, 2, 7, 9},
while Cs is comprised of “slow response digits” {3, 4, 5, 6, 8}.
We first calculate the posterior probabilities P (Cj |tr ) for
j ∈ {f, s} using Bayes’ theorem, i.e.:
P (Cj |tr ) =

P (tr |Cj )P (Cj )
,
P (tr )

(2)

where P (Cf ) = P (Cs ) = 1/2 for the prior probabilities.
Concerning the class-conditional probabilities P (tr |Cj ) we
use Flexible Bayes learning algorithm for estimating continuous distributions in Bayesian classifier [26] where conditional
probabilities are estimated using the kernel estimation with
Gaussian kernel. By assuming that every digit di within the
meta-class Cj is uniformly distributed [27], the posterior
probabilities P (di |tr ) for every class within the subset are
obtained using the following rule:
if di ∈ Cj then P (di |tr ) =

P (Cj |tr )
.
|Cj |

(3)

3) Classifier Combination Using a Sum Decision Rule: We
use the sum decision rule to combine the output posterior
probabilities from each classifier, because it achieves the best
classification results (compared to min/max/product rule) [23].
The posterior probabilities can be combined as follows [23]:
P (di |r, tr ) ≈ const. + P (di |r) + P (di |tr ).

(4)

As before, using the resulting posterior probabilities
P (di |r, tr ) we can rank the classes di and select the ones
with the highest rank into the final candidate set.
4) Effectiveness of the Classifiers: We can measure the
effectiveness of a given classifier by estimating the probability
that the unknown PIN digit will fall into the output candidate

set and by comparing it against a random guessing strategy.
Please note that a random guessing strategy will be successful
with probability at most n/10 for a candidate set of size n. For
` = 4 and n = 4 the first classifier achieves 65% better results
than pure random guessing. Moreover, for n = 7 the classifier
holds a sought PIN digit with probability 0.88 (Fig. 4(a)).
The effectiveness of the second classifier is summarized in
Table I. It shows the probability that the PIN digit di will be
assigned to the correct meta-class. As expected, digits with
the fastest response times within the meta-class Cf (e.g., 0, 1
in Fig. 3) and digits with the slowest response times within
Cs (e.g., 5, 6 and 8 in Fig. 3) have higher probability to be
classified to the correct meta-class.
After combining the results from each classifier using the
sum combination rule, we can see a slightly better performance
in the classification correctness as shown in Fig. 4(b). It shows
the probability that a tested unknown digit di will fall in a
candidate set of size n. For example, for the same parameters
as before (` = 4 and n = 4) our combining classifier performs
72% better than random guessing. Generally, the combining
classifier performs better than the first classifier for almost all
candidate set sizes n; in Fig. 4(a) we compare the combining
against the first classifier for a candidate set size of n = 7.
We next estimate the amount of information about an
unknown PIN that the attacker can extract using our combining
classifier. Let us denote with n∗ a candidate set size that holds
unknown PIN digit with the probability above 90%. Then,
log2 (10/n∗ ) is the approximate number of extracted bits per
PIN digit. As shown in Fig. 4(a) the combining classifier
for a candidate set of the size n = 7 and ` = 4 fastest
response digits will comprise the sought unknown PIN digit
with probability slightly over 90%. Therefore, the attacker can
extract approximately log2 (10/7) ≈ 0.5 bits per PIN digit.
Accordingly, the attacker can extract approximately 2 bits
of information about an unknown 4 digit PIN, i.e., the PIN
entropy is reduced from 4 log2 10 ≈ 13.3 bits to 11.3 bits.
By observing more login sessions (but still a polynomial
number) we expect even more significant reduction in the PIN
entropy. To prove our assumption we aggregated the results
from m = 3 randomly selected users who had the same PIN
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digit and created a metauser with 90 successful logins (on
average). Using the same classification technique, we were able
to reduce a candidate set size to n∗ = 6 digits, as shown in
Fig. 4(c). Therefore, the attacker can extract approximately
0.73 bits per PIN digit by observing more login sessions.
We assumed that the maximum amount of information the
attacker can learn about the PIN digit was based on the results
obtained by applying our combining classifier. We will next
estimate the conditional entropy for the given response digit
ri and response time tr :
H(D|R = ri , Tr = tr ) = −

P10

j=1

P (dj |ri , tr ) log2 P (dj |ri , tr ). (5)

The probability P (dj |ri , tr ) can be calculated as follows:

P (dj |ri , tr ) =

p(t |d ,r )
P10 r j i
.
l=1 p(tr |dl ,ri )

(6)

We estimate the probability p(tr |dj , ri ) using the data collected
in our tests, by assuming that they have Gaussian distribution.
To estimate the expected conditional entropy H(D|R, tr ) over
all possible response digits R we do the following:
H(D|R, Tr ) =

1
100

P10 P10
i=1

j=1

3.5
R

tr =0.8

p(tr |ri , dj ) · H(D|ri , tr )dtr .

(7)

By evaluating the Eq. (7), we finally obtain H(D|R, Tr ) ≈ 2
bits; i.e. the attacker can extract approximately 2 bits of
information about the unknown PIN digit.
IV.

T IMING ATTACK ON THE H OPPER -B LUM (HB)
AUTHENTICATION P ROTOCOL
Hopper-Blum (HB) protocol became popular as one of the
first human authentication protocols that was provably secure
against passive observation attacks [12]. The HB protocol
implements k-out-of-n paradigm, where the user (U ) and the
end system (S) share a secret binary vector s ∈ {0, 1}n . The
Hamming weight of the vector s is k, that is, the secret vector
s has k non-zero valued components. The HB authentication
proceeds as follows:
Algorithm 2 The Hopper-Blum protocol [12]
1) S sets t := 1
2) Repeat m times:
a) S generates a random challenge ct ∈U {0, 1}n .
b) With prob. 1−η, U responds with rt := ct ·s, otherwise
U responds with rt := 1 − ct · s.
c) if rt = ct · s, S increments t.
3) if t > (1 − η)m, S accepts U .
During a single challenge-response round t, the user has
to compute the binary inner product ct · s. To accomplish this,
the user recalls the positions of k non-zero valued components
of s and counts the number of ones appearing in the binary
challenge ct at those k positions; i.e., he/she calculates a
Hamming weight s ⊕ ct . The user then responds with the
parity bit rt of s ⊕ ct , under the restriction that once in a
while (i.e., with the fixed probability η) the user intentionally
responds with an incorrect parity bit. The main intuition that

5

lead us to investigate cognitive-asymmetry side channels in the
HB protocol is the following: a user will take more time to
respond to a challenge when he needs to add more nonzero
bits together to compute the response.
Let us denote the Hamming weight of s ⊕ ct as the counting
load ` (0 ≤ ` ≤ k). The counting load ` thus represents the
number of non-zero valued components appearing at same
indexes in both the secret vector s and the challenge ct .
This design choice in the HB protocol inevitably leads to
variations in user response times at each challenge-response
round t. More specifically, the user response latency will be
highly correlated with the counting load `, thus potentially
leaking information about the secret vector s through the timing
channel.
In order to understand the extent of this vulnerability, we
designed a probabilistic algorithm through which the attacker
can gradually learn the user’s secret s, after observing a
polynomial number of rounds. Before giving details of our
attacking algorithm we first present a generative probabilistic
model for a human running the HB protocol.
A. Modeling a Human Running the HB Protocol
In this section we describe a general and realistic model
of a user running the HB protocol on which we build our
attack. Cognitive-asymmetry side channel in our model is
based on the fact that users enter their responses immediately
after calculating them and the fact that they can not execute
mental operations faster then their abilities allow them. This,
for different challenges ct , results in different user’s response
times RT that can be observed by a passive attacker.
We first present a probabilistic model for the user’s response
time RT` associated with the fixed counting load `. For this
purpose, we extend the model first described in the paper by
Yan et al. [11]:
δ : a fixed delay

z
}|
{
RT` = (0.3964 + 0.0383 · φ · γ · k) · k + α0 +D` .

(8)

fD` (t) = f (t|d(`), p), with support t > 0

(9)

In this model, the expression (0.3964 + 0.0383 · φ · γ · k) is
a formula for the reaction time of cued recall obtained from
the experimental results [28], [29], where φ is the ratio of
cued recall compared to a single item recognition (φ = 1.969
in [28]), while γ is the additional penalty if subjects are
required to simultaneously recall the position of an item
(γ = 1.317 in [29]), k is the size of the user’s password,
while α0 = 0.738 is the average reaction time for modulo 2
reduction operations reported in experiments [30]. Please note
that in Eq. (8) δ represents a fixed delay, while D` > 0 denotes
a random delay associated with the counting load `.
Let fD` (t) be the probability density function (pdf ) of D` ,
i.e., D` ∼ fD` (t); fD` (t) can take any form appropriate for
modeling human reaction times (e.g., ex-Gaussian [31], exWald, Weibull, etc.). We parametrize fD` (t) as follows:

where d(`) is the mean of fD` (t), and p represents all other
relevant density parameters (i.e. variance, shape). We assume
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Fig. 5. An example of a human model where for all fRT` (t) we have the
same density parameters p and where the mean is defined by d(`) = β0 +`β1
(with βi > 0). The expected value E[RT ] = δ + β0 + β1 k2 as by [11].

d(`) to be an arbitrary increasing positive function of ` that
is strictly increasing for at least one counting load `. This
constraint on d(`) reflects a reasonable assumption that a
higher value of the counting load ` will likely result in a
higher latency in the observable user’s response time RT .
Using fD` (t), we can easily derive the distribution of RT` :
fRT` (t) = f (t|δ + d(`), p), with support t > 0

(10)

Recall, in the HB protocol, the user’s counting load ` depends
on a random n-bit challenge ct . Therefore, the observable
user’s response time RT can be characterized by the following
mixture distribution:
fRT (t) =

k
X
`=0

π` fRT` (t), where π` =



k
`
2k

and

k
X

π` = 1. (11)

`=0

Pk
The expected value of RT is E[RT ] = `=0 π` E[RT` ]. Fig. 5
illustrates an example of one possible model of a human
running the HB protocol; here we assume d(`) := β0 + `β1
(with βi > 0).
B. Probabilistic Attacking Algorithm
In this section we describe a weight-updating algorithm
(Algorithm 3) used in our cognitive-asymmetry based timing
attack. For a given secret vector s ∈ {0, 1}n and a challenge
vector ct ∈U {0, 1}n let us define a set {w1 , w2 , . . . , wT }
of vectors wt ∈ {0, 1}n , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, t being a protocol
round. A vector wt consists of n binary weights wi,t associated
with the individual components of s, in round t. Let us define
two thresholds RTf and RTs , where RTf ≤ RTs . Finally,
for the observed user’s response time RT in round t, let
Ft := {RT < RTf } be a fast event, and St := {RT ≥ RTs }
a slow event.
Cognitive asymmetry in HB protocol is manifested as different latencies in user response times. Weight-updating algorithm
(Algorithm 3) can be interpreted as follows. If, in a given
challenge-response round t, the user enters his/her response
rt with a low latency (the fast event Ft takes place), the
algorithm will set to 1 those weights wi,t of s that correspond

Algorithm 3 Weight-updating algorithm
1) Initialize: {w1 , w2 , 
. . . , wT } = {0, . . . , 0}
if St
ci,t ,
2) Repeat: ∀t: wi,t = (1 − ci,t ), if Ft
, ∀i

0,
otherwise
PT
3) Output: Wi = t=1 wi,t , ∀i
to the positions of zero valued components in ct . Likewise,
if a high latency is detected (the slow event St occurs), the
algorithm will set to 1 those weights wi,t of s that correspond
to the positions of non-zero valued components in ct . By
repeating the above process over
PT multiple rounds, we calculate
the cumulative weight Wi = t=1 wi,t , for each component i
of the secret vector s. As we show in the sequel, the weights
wi,t associated with the non-zero valued components of the
secret vector s take value 1 more often on average compared
to the weights of the zero valued components, resulting in the
higher cumulative weights Wi . This allows us to recognize the
positions of the k non-zero valued components of the secret
vector s, after observing a polynomial number of protocol
rounds - see Section IV-C for a detailed analysis.

C. Analysis of the Weight-updating Algorithm
Before proceeding with the analysis of the Algorithm 3,
we make some remarks concerning notation. From now on,
all variables associated with non-zero valued components
of the secret vector s will be marked with the sign “∼”.
Accordingly, w
ei,t represents the binary weight associated with
the component si of s, where si = 1, while wj,t represents
the binary weight of the jth component of s, where sj = 0.
fi and Wj are associated with the non-zero and
Similarly, W
zero valued components of the secret vector s, respectively.

Theorem 1. Weights w
ei,t and wj,t are Bernoulli random
variables with success probabilities pe := P (w
ei,t = 1) and
p := P (wj,t = 1), respectively. Under some mild assumptions
(given in the proof below), the following holds: pe > p.

Proof: The first part is trivial: by Algorithm 3, the weights
w
ei,t and wj,t are 0-1 random variables. Next we prove that
pe > p, under two mild and realistic assumptions. In this direction, we use F` (RT ) to denote the probability that the user
response time satisfies RT ≤ RTf , given the counting load `
R RT
(light-shaded areas in Fig. 5); i.e., F` (RT ) := 0 f fD` (t) dt.
R +∞
In a similar manner, we define S` (RT ) := RTs fD` (t) dt
(dark-shaded areas in Fig. 5). By Algorithm 3 we have:
p = P (wj,t =1) = P (cj,t =0, Ft ) + P (cj,t =1, St )


= 2−1 · P (Ft |cj,t =0) + P (St |cj,t =1) ,
(12)


pe = 2−1 · P (Ft |e
ci,t =0) + P (St |e
ci,t =1) .
(13)

From the definitions of Ft and St , and the distribution of RT
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wj,t and wk,t . Moreover, to maximize the difference (e
p − p) it
is sufficient to consider the thresholds satisfying RTf = RTs .

(11), we can easily obtain:
p = 2−k−1 ·

pe = 2−k−1 ·

k  
X
k

`=0
k−1
X

`

· F` (RT ) +

k  
X
k


k−1
· F` (RT ) +
`

`=0

`

`=0
k−1
X

`=0

!

· S` (RT ) ,

(14)
!


k−1
· S`+1 (RT ) .
`

(15)

To prove that pe > p, using (14) and (15), it suffice to show
that:
Pk−1 


F` (RT ) − F`+1 (RT ) ·

Pk−1 
`=0 S`+1 (RT ) − S` (RT ) ·
`=0

k−1
`




k−1
`

> 0,

(16)

> 0.

(17)

It is a matter of a straightforward calculation to show that
both conditions (16) and (17) hold under the following mild
and realistic assumptions about the human behavior (Fig. 5):
(i) F`+1 (RT ) ≤ F` (RT ) and for at least one ` we have
F`+1 (RT ) < F` (RT ),
(ii) S`+1 (RT ) ≥ S` (RT ) and for at least one ` we have
S`+1 (RT ) > S` (RT ).
These assumptions hold if (i) d(`) (Eq. (9)) is an increasing
positive function that is strictly increasing for at least one
`, and (ii) fD` (t) (Eq. (9)) takes any form appropriate for
modeling human reaction times (e.g., ex-Gaussian, etc.).
fi = PT w
Corollary
1. The
weights
W
and
t=1 ei,t
PT
Wj = t=1 wj,t , output by Algorithm 3, have binomial
fi ∼ B(T, pe) and Wj ∼ B(T, p).
distributions, i.e. W

Indeed, because challenges ct are randomly generated in
each round t, w
ei,t , t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T }, are mutually independent
Bernoulli random variables. Similar observation holds for wj,t .
Combining this result and the fact that pe > p (by Theorem 1)
we have the following result on the correctness of Algorithm 3:
fi ] > E[Wj ].
Corollary 2. For a sufficiently large T , E[W

Corollary 2 shows that after observing a sufficient number
of challenge-response rounds T , we will be able to distinguish
zero from non-zero valued components of the secret vector s.
Let us examine some other properties of the random variables w
ei,t and wj,t . In a single challenge-response round t, w
ei,t
and wj,t are not mutually independent (in general). However,
those variables are defined on the same probability space, so
it makes sense to analyze them jointly as bivariate Bernoulli
random variables.
Lemma 1. The correlation coefficients ρwei,t ,wj,t and ρwj,t ,wk,t
of the bivariate Bernoulli random variables (w
ei,t , wj,t ) and
(wj,t , wk,t ), respectively, are given by:

ρwei,t ,wj,t = √

p
e(1/2−p)

p
e(1−e
p)p(1−p)

, ρwj,t ,wk,t =

1/2−p
1−p

7

(18)

We provide the proof in the Appendix. In general, we have
ρwei,t ,wj,t 6= 0 and ρwj,t ,wk,t 6= 0, except for p = 1/2.

Theorem 2. The condition RTf = RTs implies p = 1/2 and
the independence of Bernoulli random variables w
ei,t and wj,t ,
as well as the independence of the Bernoulli random variables

We provide the proof of Theorem 2 in the Appendix. As
shown in [32], a sequence of independent bivariate Bernoulli
random variables (w
ei,1 , wj,1 ), (w
ei,2 , wj,2 ),...,(w
ei,T , wj,T )
fi , Wj )
gives rise to the bivariate binomial random variable (W
with the correlation coefficient ρwei,t ,wj,t . Likewise, the bivariate binomial random variable (Wj , Wk ) has the correlation
coefficient ρwj,t ,wk,t .
Theorem 3. [32] When T → ∞, the distribution of the
fi , Wj ) converges to the
bivariate binomial random variable (W
bivariate normal distribution with the correlation coefficient
f
ρW
ei,t ,wj,t ; i.e., Wi and Wj are jointly normal.
fi ,Wj = ρw
The same holds for the bivariate binomial random variable
(Wj , Wk ), with ρWj ,Wk = ρwj,t ,wk,t .
Corollary 3. For RTf = RTs (and assuming T → ∞), the
fi and Wj , as well as the
jointly normal random variables W
jointly normal random variables Wj and Wk , are independent.

Proof: Setting RTf = RTs implies p = 1/2 by Theorem 2. Therefore, ρW
fi ,Wj = 0 and ρWj ,Wk = 0 by Theorem 3
and Lemma 1. We conclude the proof by observing that two
jointly normal random variables that are uncorrelated, are also
independent [32].
1) Estimating the Required Number of Rounds T : So far,
we know that by setting RTf = RTs and when T is large,
fi and Wj , as well as Wj and Wk , are
the random variables W
normally distributed and mutually independent (by Theorem 3
and Corollary 3), and we know that their expected difference is
maximized (by Theorem 2). By using these results that arise
from the cognitive asymmetry in the HB protocol, we can
now estimate the number of rounds T required to discover all
non-zero valued components of the secret vector s with high
probability. In other words, we want to determine the number
of rounds T so the following holds:


f
P min Wi > max Wj ≈ 1.
(19)
1≤i≤k

1≤j≤n−k

fi and Wj , we have:
Using the normal approximation for W

fi ∼ N (µ f , σ 2 ), µ f = T pe, σ 2 = T pe(1 − pe) (20)
W
f
f
Wi
Wi
W
W
i

i

2
2
Wj ∼ N (µWj , σW
), µWj = T p, σW
= T p(1 − p) (21)
j
j

Let us define Wcrit such that P (Wj < Wcrit ) ≈ 1. From
fi and Wj are
this and the fact that the random variables W
independent (for RTf = RTs ) the following holds:

fi > max Wj ≈
min W
1≤i≤k
1≤j≤n−k



 (22)
f1 > Wcrit , ..., W
fk > Wcrit ≥ 1 − kP W
fi ≤ Wcrit .
≈P W
P



By combining (19) and (22) we obtain:


fi ≤ Wcrit = ε/k  1,
P W

(23)
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Wi

The standard score zcrit is obtained from the condition
P (Wj < Wcrit ) = P (z < zcrit ) ≈ 1. Clearly, zcrit must be
sufficiently larger than 0. Knowing that RTf = RTs implies
p = 0.5 (Theorem 2), and using (20) and (21), Eq. (24) can
be re-written as:


fi ≤ Wcrit
P W



√

p − 0.5) 
0.5zcrit − T (e
p
= ε/k . (25)
= P ze ≤
pe(1 − pe)
|
{z
}

44

42

Response time (s)

where ε is a negligible probability. By standardizing
fi = zeσ f + µW
fi and Wcrit = zcrit σW + µW we get:
W
j
j
Wi




zcrit σWj +µWj −µW
g
i
fi ≤ Wcrit = P ze ≤
P W
= ε/k . (24)
σg

40

38

36

RTf=RTs
34

32

30

0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

450

500

Challenge−response round t

z
eε/k

Observe from Eq. (25) how the standard score zeε/k (and
implicitly the number of challenge-response rounds
T ) relates

fi ≤ Wcrit , i.e., ε/k. We
to the targeted probability for P W
can see that in order to have ε/k  1 (as by (23)), zeε/k must
be sufficiently smaller than 0. Moreover, using Eq. (25), we
can obtain the following explicit expression for the number
of challenge-response rounds T required to learn all the nonzero valued components of the secret vector s, with high
probability2 :
!2
p
0.5zcrit − zeε/k pe(1 − pe)
T =
.
(26)
pe − 0.5
For practical values of n and k, zcrit can be bounded above
by a small postive constant and zeε/k can be bounded below by
a small negative constant. Combined with Eq. (26), this leads
to the following approximation for T :


1
T =O
.
(27)
(e
p − 0.5)2

In what follows, we evaluate and verify our theoretical
results through numerical analysis.
Example: In the following example, our goal is to estimate
the number of rounds T required to discover all the k nonzero valued components of s ∈ {0, 1}n , where n = 200
and k = 15 [12]. We use the probabilistic generative model
introduced in Section IV-A to model a user running the HB
protocol, i.e., his/her response times. We make the following
assumptions about the user model: the pdf of the user response
time RT` is given by (10) and is parametrized by a linear
positive function d(`) = β0 + `β1 (Fig. 5), where β0 and β1
account for counting calculation (β0 = β1 = 0.738 s [11]).
The density parameters in p (e.g., the shape of the distribution,
variance) are estimated from the study of the Mod10 method
with 58 real users (please check Section III for more details3 ).
As a first step in our analysis, we need to estimate the
probability pe (recall, p = 1/2). For this purpose, we used
the above probabilistic model and generated 1000 traces, each
trace comprising 500 challenge-response rounds. Fig. 6 shows
2 Please note that this implies z
eε/k to be sufficiently larger and
crit and z
smaller than 0, respectively.
3 Only operations involving 0 or 1 as an operand or answer from Mod10
study are used in this example [11].

Fig. 6. A trace of response times RT generated by the proposed generative
model of the human behavior. The average of the collected response times
was selected as a threshold RTf = RTs .

one such trace. As a threshold for RTf = RTs (Theorem 2)
we used the average of the generated response times of 34.5
seconds (which is close to the expected user reaction time of
33.4 seconds from the model in [11]). Although the average
of the response times might not always be the optimal strategy
for the threshold RTf = RTs , it will still provide good results
(as we show later on in this section). Due to lack of space,
we do not provide the proof for this statement. From each
trace we randomly extracted the normally distributed variable
fi (Eq. (20)). Since variables W
fi were independently drawn
W
from each trace, we were able to estimate the mean µW
fi , and
finally pe = 0.5929.
By plugging in the value of pe = 0.5929 into Eq. (26) we can
estimate the number of challenge-response rounds T required
to discover all non-zero valued components of s. By setting
the value of zcrit relatively high (≈ 3.1) and zeε/k relatively
low (≈ −3.1) the algorithm will discover all non-zero valued
fi > max Wj ) ≈ 1 after
components with probability P (min W
observing approximately T ≈ 1100 rounds. Furthermore,
1100 rounds represents approximately 158 logins (each login
consists of 7 rounds), meaning that the HB protocol can be
broken in a polynomial time. In Table II we also estimate
the number of rounds required to discover all non-zero valued
components of s as we change the slope β1 of the linear
positive function d(`) (where d(`) = βo + ` · β1 ). Please note,
even for a small slope β1 = 0.05 we still satisfy the condition
pe > p (Theorem 1). However, since pe = 0.518 is very close
to p = 0.5 (Theorem 2), the attacker will now have to observe
a larger, but still a polynomial number of challenge-response
rounds required to discover all non-zero valued components of
s. Indeed, for a smaller slope β1 we will have a larger overlap
between probability density functions fD` (fD` ∼ D` ) that
will lead to a decreased discriminatory potential. Our choice
to use β0 = β1 = 0.738 in our model to estimate the number of
rounds T required to discover all non-zero valued components
of secret s was inspired by experimental data in [30] that states
that user on average achieves 0.738 seconds to solve zero-andone problems, such as counting (specific for HB method).
fi > max Wj ) given
Fig. 7 shows the probability P (min W

1

2^50

0.9

2^45

0.8

2^40

Attack complexity

~

P(min Wi > max Wj)
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Fig. 7. The probability where attacker learns all non-zero valued components
of the secret vector s.
TABLE II.
T HE NUMBER OF CHALLENGE - RESPONSE ROUNDS THE
ATTACKER HAS TO OBSERVE TO RECOVER SECRET S AS A FUNCTION OF
THE SLOPE β1 BEING THE PART OF d(`).
β1

0.738 0.5

Basic
attack

p
e− p
Login sessions

0.093 0.088 0.073 0.06
157 176 254 375

0.032 0.018
1331 4283

Optimized
attack

Login sessions
fi > Wc ) ≈ 1
P (min W
Login sessions
fi > Wc ) ≈ 0.9
P (min W

92

102

148

219

781

2517

13

16

22

32

113

361

0.3

fi > Wcrit) ≈ 1
P(min W
fi > Wcrit) ≈ 0.9
P(min W

2^10

Simulations
Lower bound

0.1

9

0.2

0.1

0.05

by Eq. (22) at which the algorithm distinguishes all nonzero components of s in relation to the number of collected
challenge-response rounds based on the cognitive asymmetry
in the HB protocol. To confirm the validity of our model
fi > max Wj )) obtained
we also plot this probability (P (min W
as a success rate from N = 100 traces (simulations) with
1200 challenge-response rounds. We can see an inaccuracy
of simulations with Eq. (22) for small values of observed
challenge-response rounds. This inaccuracy follows from a
sum-bound (Eq. (22)) that actually presents a lower-bound.
Please note in Fig. 7 that lower bound becomes accurate for
large challenge-response rounds T (T > 800) where ε is
negligible (Eq. (23)).
2) Speeding up the Attack (reducing the number of rounds
T ): As we can see from Eq. (26), for practical values of n
and k, we still require a somewhat large number of observed
rounds T necessary to learn all non-zero valued components
of the secret vector s with high probability. Please note that
the computational complexity of the original weight updating
algorithm is essentially zero. As we show, by slightly modifying the weight updating algorithm we can significantly reduce
the observed number of challenge-response rounds T at the
cost of the increased computational complexity.
After a sufficient number of rounds T , our (modified)
algorithm outputs M = k + K components that holds k actual
non-zero valued components (with high probability) along with
K extra zero-valued components. To distinguish all k non-zero
components (from M = k + K candidates), every candidate
for the secret vector s is tested on the collected T challengeresponse pairs. Please note, the computational complexity of

Fig. 8. Attack complexity of the brute-force attack in which the attacker
discovers all non-zero valued components of s with high probability.


such attack is M
k . The candidate whose responses match
the collected ones with highest success rate presents the
targeted secret vector s. Since users intentionally respond with
an incorrect parity bit with probability η (the HB protocol
description in Algorithm 2) the best candidate has matches
with rate around 1 − η.
Essentially, our goal is to find a sufficient number of rounds
T that holds all k non-zero valued components of secret vector
s within M non-zero valued component candidates. From
Eq. (26) it is obvious that the number of required rounds
T can be reduced by either influencing the values of zcrit
or zeε/k . Recall from Eq. (24), to estimate the number of
rounds T required to discover all non-zero valued components
of secret vector s with high probability, the variable zeε/k
must be sufficiently small. Therefore, we can decrease the
number of rounds T by decreasing zcrit . Since zcrit is obtained
by standardizing Wcrit , smaller zcrit implies smaller Wcrit .
Furthermore, (n − k) variables Wj are mutually independent
(Corollary 3) and identically distributed from the same normal
distribution (Eq. (21)). According to the law of large numK
approximately
bers, for large (n − k) and a fixed K, n−k
corresponds to the fraction of the total number of independent
variables Wj larger or equal than some chosen value Wcrit :
P (Wj ≥ Wcrit ) ≈

K
n−k

(28)

Therefore, a larger number of extra components K reduces
the value of Wcrit and zcrit , leading to a smaller number
of rounds T (Eq. (26)). In the following examples we will
estimate the computational complexity of the modified weight
updating algorithm as well as the number of rounds T .
Example: Fig. 8 illustrates the relation between the computational (attack) complexity of modified weight updating
algorithm and the number of observed challenge-response
fi > Wcrit )).
rounds T (for different probabilities P (min W
fi > Wcrit ) ≈ 1, K = 56 (zcrit = 0.5166),
For P (min W
pe = 0.5929 and p = 0.5 (Theorem 2) the computational

complexity of the algorithm will will be k+K
≈ 250
k
(solvable in polynomial time [33]). However, the algorithm
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will extract all k non-zero valued components after observing
T ≈ 380 rounds.
Please note that the required number of challengeresponse rounds can be further reduced by slightly increasing the value of zeε/k (while still maintaining the
large probability of success). For example, with probability
fi > Wcrit ) ≈ 0.9 and K = 56 (the complexity of
P (min W
the attack is 250 ), the algorithm will be able to determine
the targeted secret vector s after T = 95 rounds. If a single
login session contains m = 7 rounds, the attacker will have
to observe 13 login sessions! In Table II we also estimate
the number of login sessions required to discover all non-zero
valued components of s as we change the slope β1 of the linear
positive function d(`). As expected, a smaller pe will require a
larger number of login sessions for the attacker.
V.

U SABILITY I MPLICATIONS OF S TRENGTHENING
M OD 10 AND HB SCHEMES
We have shown that both Mod10 and HB, as cognitive
authentication schemes, are vulnerable to cognitive-asymmetry
side channels, or more precisely to passive (side-channel)
timing attacks. In the following, we argue that the only way
to strengthen these schemes is to perturb the usability (e.g.
increase the overall login time and/or increase PIN/password
size).

A. Entering a Response After a Predefined Delay
One way to strengthen the security of Mod10 and HB
schemes against the passive side-channel timing attack is to
prevent users to enter the response immediately after calculating it. In this way, the attacker will not be able to extract
sufficient information about the user’s secret from the recorded
response times.
For example, for Mod10 scheme, if we assume a Gaussian
probability distribution, the majority of response times are not
greater than 3.5 seconds. By preventing the users to enter
the response in less than 3.5 seconds, we eliminate the sidechannel attack based on the variations in the users’ cognitive
load (response times). However, the overall authentication time
will increase from the initial 10.4 to approximately 15 seconds
(4 × 3.5 + waiting cost [sec]). Similarly, for HB scheme we
can see in Fig. 6 that the majority of response times are not
greater than 40 seconds. By preventing the users to enter
the response in less than 40 seconds, this means that the
overall authentication time increases from the initial 241.5 to
approximately 280 seconds (40 × 7 [sec]).
Altogether, it is possible to strengthen the security of both
cognitive authentication schemes by preventing users to enter
the response faster than the predefined delay. Nevertheless,
we have shown that this solution necessarily increases overall
authentication time; thus a higher security comes at some form
of the decreased usability.
B. Increasing the PIN Size and Related Usability Cost
In this section we investigate how a slightly longer secret k
affects the security and usability of Mod10 and HB schemes.

In the case of Mod10 protocol users would have to remember
a larger PIN (also denoted with k), while in HB protocol users
would have to remember a larger number k of non-zero valued
components of secret vector s.
By increasing the number of non-zero valued components
k, the HB protocol still remains insecure against the timing
attack. This can be clearly seen from Eq. (27), where the time
complexity of the attack is independent of the practical values
of k. A larger k can slightly increase the number of login
rounds the attacker has to observe, but cannot prevent the
attacker from learning all k components (expressed through
the standardized variable zε/k in Eq. (26)).
For Mod10 scheme, please note that the minimum PIN size,
denoted with k, has to satisfy the following expression:


4 · log2 10
k=
,
(29)
H(D|r, tr )
where H(D|r, tr ) is the conditional entropy of the random
PIN digit D given the vectors of observed response digits r
and response times tr . The reduction in entropy due to the
time-based side-channel has to be compensated by extending
the 4-digit PIN size. Recall, by evaluating Eq. (7) numerically,
we were able to reduce the entropy by approximately 2 bits
per PIN digit. So, according to Eq. (29), the new PIN size
should be at least k = 7 digits long.
In order to estimate the associated usability cost for the
Mod10 scheme, we use the computational model proposed
in [11]. The expected value of response time for a single PIN
digit is given by the following equation:
E[RT ] = (0.3694 + 0.0383 · ϕ · k) + α1 + α0

(30)

where (0.3694+0.0383·ϕ·k) is the reaction time by the user to
recall k PIN digits, α0 = 0.738 and α1 = 0.773 are the average
reaction times for modulo 10 reduction operations and small
additions, respectively, while ϕ = 1.969 is the ratio of cued
recall compared to single item recognition [11]. From Eq. (30)
we obtain E[RT ] = 2.182 seconds (what is consistent with the
average user reaction time of 2.098 seconds for a single digit
from our test). Using this model, we can see that by increasing
the PIN size k from the initial 4 to 7 digits, the expected value
of the overall authentication time increases from initial 8.72
(4 × 2.182) to 16.85 (7 × 2.408 [sec]) seconds.
We have shown that longer PIN strengthens the security
of Mod10 scheme against timing attacks. However, a higher
security comes at non-negligible usability cost; i.e., an increase
in both the PIN size and the overall authentication time.
C. Discussion
In the previous section we have shown that the only way
to strengthen the security of HB and Mod10 schemes against
the timing attack is to increase the overall authentication
time. In the case of the HB scheme we have shown that
the security can only be strengthened by preventing the users
to enter the response before the predefined delay expires,
what inevitably increases the overall authentication time (the
usability cost). The increase of the overall authentication time
is also inevitable when strengthening the Mod10 scheme, either
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by increasing the PIN size or by introducing a predefined
delay. Since usability score of an authentication scheme is
correlated with short authentication times, the designers of new
cognitive authentication schemes should not neglect the timing
side channel attack.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

There is a body of research focused on designing secure
PIN-entry schemes in face of the threat posed by observation
attacks [34], [35], [36]. Some research design their solutions
secure against a short-term memory attackers, using the fact
that the human short-term memory has a limited capacity.
In these solutions, the user is requested to give answers to
a set of challenges during a login procedure. However, the
authentication scheme is designed in a way that the user can
easily respond to the questions, while the cognitive capacity
exceeds the attacker (human) memory.
Bianchi et al. proposed a nonvisual unimodal schemes,
which uses hidden audio and vibration challenges for user
authentication [37]. In another work by Bianch et al. Spinlock,
Colorlock and Timelock schemes that achieve faster times than
Spinlock [38], [39]. However, all three schemes have partial
leakage of information in the observation attack.
Other solutions assume the existence of stronger attacker
that can record the complete login session and try to recover
the user’s secret PIN/password [14], [12], [7], [13], [40], [41].
However, all these scheme are not usable in practice since they
all take large authentication time.
Designing a scheme secure against even a simple passive
attack in a model where the attacker can observe both challenges and responses appears to be challenging [7], [42], [11].
In Cognitive authentication scheme (CAS) [7], a user mentally
computes a path formed by his portfolio images, and gives an
answer based on that (mentally) computed path. CAS scheme
is vulnerable to SAT solver attacks [42] and an attack based
on probabilistic decision tree [11]. However, the speed of such
attacks can be improved in combination with a timing attack.
This comes from the fact that not all decision paths are of the
same length, what leads to faster or slower user response times.
By measuring this time, the attacker can eliminate some of the
possible decision paths what can speed up the whole process
of finding the user’s password.
To speed up the login process while keeping the solution
safe against observation attacks, some solutions rely on the
presence of secondary-based (unobservable) channels. Kuber
and Yu [43] and Sasamoto et. al. [5] use a tactile channel as
a secure hidden challenge channel.
In VibraPass authentication system user receives hidden
challenges via his mobile phone [44] (a vibration telling the
user to enter true/false response). Hidden challenges are used
to avoid possible manipulations by the attacker. The authors
mentioned confused waiting as a potential timing attack.
In the Undercover solution the user simultaneously receives
a visual challenge and a hidden tactile challenge via a protected
channel and authenticates by answering correctly to several
challenges. One of authors of Undercover, Hasegawa et. al.
proposed two alternative designs to Undercover [4], one of
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which uses an audio channel as the carrier of the hidden
challenges. However, the proposed solution is prone to intersection attacks [9]. Unfortunately, Undercover is also prone
to intersection attacks as independently demonstrated in [9]
and [11]. This problem can be easily mitigated if challenges
are fixed instead of being randomized [9]. Unfortunately,
Undercover is not secure in a very strong attacker model
where attacker records user’s response time [9]. The attack is
based on design flaws and exploits human users’ nonuniform
behavior on how users respond to different challenges.
VII.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have shown how it is possible to exploit detectable variations in the user’s cognitive load when
authenticating using cognitive authentication schemes. We
demonstrated this by exploiting vulnerability of two wellknown cognitive authentication schemes (Hopper-Blum (HB)
and Mod10 methods) to cognitive-asymmetry side-channel
timing attacks. The novelty of these attacks is that they are not
based on the asymmetry of neither physical nor virtual user
interfaces of a certain method. With this, we have shown the
existence of a strong tradeoff between security and usability
in cognitive authentication methods, where security can only
be achieved at a cost of a perturbed usability (e.g. longer
authentication time and/or longer PINs/passwords).
An important conclusion from the results presented in this
paper is that researchers designing and evaluating cognitive
authentication schemes should exercise caution when claiming
superiority of their proposals in terms of usability with respect
to existing proposals. High usability scores are often correlated
with short authentication times. However, potential vulnerabilities of those authentication methods to timing attacks could
easily render the claimed “short” authentication times not so
short in the end.
A general conclusion that results from the study of HB and
Mod10 methods (as representatives of a whole range of cognitive authentication schemes) can be summarized in the following guideline: When designing new cognitive authentication
methods designers should pay particular attention to potential
asymmetry in both the cognitive load (cognitive-asymmetry
side-channels) and the physical interface of different elements
of their methods.
For future work we plan to investigate the influence of
other factors (such as memory factor) on the effectiveness
of the side-channel timing attacks on cognitive authentication
schemes by conducting a long term study with users. Also, as
HB protocol found its application in secure RFID systems [16],
we plan to investigate the security of such RFID systems
against the timing attack in detail.
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A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 1
The correlation coefficient between w
ei,t and wj,t is:
ρwei,t ,wj,t :=

cov (w
ei,t wj,t )
.
σwei,t σwj,t

Finally, we prove that to maximize the difference (e
p − p)
it is sufficient to consider only those response time thresholds
that satisfy RTf = RTs . In this direction, we consider the
following optimization problem:

Because w
ei,t and wj,t are Bernoulli r.v. with the
p success
probability pep
and p, respectively, we have: σwei,t = pe(1 − pe)
and σwj,t = p(1 − p). We next determine the numerator of
ρwei,t ,wj,t . Using E [w
ei,t ] = pe and E [wj,t ] = p, we have:
cov (w
ei,t wj,t ) = E [w
ei,t wj,t ] − pep

= P (w
ei,t =1, wj,t =1) − pep

= P (wj,t =1|w
ei,t =1) − p pe.

X

Next we show that w
ei,t and wj,t are independent for p = 1/2.
To prove the independence for p = 1/2, we will show that the
following holds: P (w
ei,t , wj,t ) = P (w
ei,t ) ·P (wj,t ). Observe:
(by Lemma 1)

(by (32))

This, with pe := P (w
ei,t =1) and p := P (wj,t =1), gives:
P (w
ei,t =1, wj,t =1) = P (w
ei,t =1) · P (wj,t =1) .

S

X
F

X

F

=

=

= P (wj,t =1) − P (w
ei,t =1, wj,t =1)

= P (wj,t =1) · 1 − P (w
ei,t =1)

= P (wj,t =1) · P (w
ei,t =0) .

In the same fashion we can prove the independence of the
random variables wj,t and wk,t , for p = 1/2.

`=0

+

X o
F

 k−1
S`+1 (RT ) − S` (RT ) ·
`

!

!
 k−1
F` (RT ) − F`+1 (RT ) ·
`

k−1
X
`=0
k−1
X

!
 k−1
F` (RT ) − F`+1 (RT ) ·
`
1−

S`∗ (RT )

−1+

∗
S`+1
(RT )

!
 k−1
X∗
·
=
.
S
`

there Pexists RTf such that RTf ≤ RTs∗ and
PSo,
P
∗
∗
∗
F <
S=
F , contradicting the optimality
P∗of ∆p
P∗. Therefore, at the optimal solution, we must have F ≥ S .
∗
Let usP
now assume
P∗ that the optimal value ∆p is character∗
ized by F > S . Setting RTs so that RTs = RTf∗ , implies
S` (RT ) = 1 −P
F`∗ (RT ), ∀`. Plugging this equality into the
expression for S , we obtain:
S

(34)

:=

`=0
k−1
X

S

`=0

=

(34)

P (w
ei,t =0, wj,t =1) = P (w
ei,t =0|wj,t = 1) · P (wj,t =1)

= 1 − P (w
ei,t =1|wj,t =1) · P (wj,t =1)

:=

k−1
X

nX

In what follows, we use the sign ∗ to mark the optimal values that different variables take at the optimal solution to the problem
Let us assume that the optimal
P∗ P(35).
∗
∗
value
holds
P∗ ∆p
P∗ = S + F is such that the following
∗
<
.
Now,
let
us
set
RT
so
that
RT
=
RT
.
Then,
f
f
s
F
S
F` (RT ) + S`∗ (RT ) = 1, that is, F` (RT ) = 1 P
− S`∗ (RT ), ∀`.
Plugging this equality into the expression for F , we obtain:

X

Using (34), we can show that a similar equality holds for
the three remaining combinations of w
ei,t and wj,t . Here we
provide the proof just for the case (w
ei,t , wj,t ) = (0, 1).

sup

RTf ≤RTs

where

`=0

ρwei,t ,wj,t = 0 =⇒ P (w
ei,t =1, wj,t =1) = pep

∆p∗ =

(33)

B. Proof of Theorem 2
Setting RTf = RTs implies that F` (RT ) = 1 − S` (RT ),
and hence the expression (14) for p simplifies as follows:
!
k  
k  
 X
X
k
k
−k−1
p=2
·
· 1 − S` (RT ) +
·S` (RT )
`
`
`=0
`=0
k  
X
k
1
−k−1
=2
·
= 2−k−1 · 2k = .
`
2

(35)

Let ∆p∗ be the optimal value of the problem (35),
i.e., ∆p∗ = sup {(e
p − p) |RTf ≤ RTs }. Using the expressions
(14) and (15) for pe and p, respectively, we can write the
following:

(32)

Now, observe that the r.v. wj,t will take the value of 1, given
w
ei,t = 1, only if the challenge bits cj,t and e
ci,t , in the round
t challenge ct , are equal (by Algorithm 3). This and the fact
that ct is generated uniformly at random in the HB protocol,
imply: P (wj,t =1|w
ei,t =1) = 1/2. By combining this with (33)
and plugging everything back into (31) we conclude the proof.
We can similarly derive the expression for ρwj,t ,wk,t .


p = 1/2 =⇒ ρwei,t ,wj,t = 0

maximize (e
p − p)
subject to RTf ≤ RTs .

(31)

=

k−1
X
`=0
k−1
X
`=0

 k−1
S` (RT ) − S`+1 (RT ) ·
`
1−

F`∗ (RT )

−1+

!



∗
F`+1
(RT )

k−1
·
`

!
=

X∗
F

.

∗
Similarly
P∗ as
Pbefore,
P there exists RTs such that RTf ≤ RT∗s
∗
and
S<
F =
S , contradicting the optimality
P∗of ∆p
P∗ .
Therefore, at the optimal solution, we must have F ≤ S .
We
that at thePoptimal
P∗solution we must have
P∗ conclude
P∗
∗
∗
=2
=
,
i.e.,
∆p
=
2
S
F
S . More importantly, we
F
showed constructively that ∆p∗ is attainable under the following condition RTf = RTs .

